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Abstract
The leptonic branching ratios of the tau lepton have been determined from data collected by
the OPAL detector in 1991 and 1992. From a sample of 27196 e+ e !  +  candidates we nd
7322  ! e  and 7941  !   candidates. Using eciency and background estimates
determined from a study of Monte Carlo events and control samples of data, the branching
ratios B ( ! e ) = (18:14  0:20  0:28)% and B ( !  ) = (17:48  0:18  0:23)%
have been obtained. These new results have been combined with the published results for the
1990 OPAL data to yield the following branching ratios for data taken between 1990 and 1992:
B ( ! e ) = (18:04  0:33)% ;
B ( !  ) = (17:36  0:27)% :

These leptonic branching ratios are used with other properties of the muon and tau-lepton to
test the universality of charged current leptonic couplings in these decays.
The ratio R = B ( ! hadrons +  )=B ( ! ee ) is calculated using our measured
values of the leptonic branching fractions of the tau and tau lifetime from which a value of
2
2
2
2
2
s (Q = M ) is extracted. The value of s (Q = MZ ) is obtained by Q evolution and agrees
0
with the value from the Z line shape analysis.
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1 Introduction
The leptonic branching ratios of the tau lepton have been measured using data collected in
1991 and 1992 with the OPAL detector at LEP. These measurements, in conjunction with
lepton masses and lifetimes, are used to determine the relative electroweak couplings of the
electron, muon and tau. They are also used to make a direct test of electron-muon universality
in tau decays and are extended to all three lepton avours by comparing tau and muon decays.
Finally, these measurements are used to calculate s (Q2 = M2) which after Q2 evolution is
compared to the value of s(Q2 = MZ2 ) extracted from the Z0 line shape analysis.
The tau event selections and decay mode identi cation cuts used in this analysis are similar
to those used in an earlier OPAL measurement of  leptonic branching ratios using the 1990
data [1]. We describe here the procedures used to make the branching ratio measurements
and outline how backgrounds and eciencies and their corresponding systematic errors are
determined from Monte Carlo events and data control samples.

2 The OPAL Detector
OPAL is a general purpose detector covering the full solid angle with approximate cylindrical
symmetry about the e+e beam axis [2]. The coordinate system is de ned with +z along the
e beam direction. Polar and azimuthal angles are denoted by  and  respectively. This
analysis is con ned to the barrel region of the detector j cos j < 0:68. The central tracking
chambers, operating at a pressure of 4 bar, measure the momenta of charged particles over
almost the entire solid angle in a uniform axial magnetic eld of 0.435 T. Located between the
pressure vessel and a beryllium beam pipe is a two layer silicon strip vertex detector [3]. The
innermost drift tracking chamber is a precision vertex chamber which is surrounded by a large
volume jet drift chamber divided into 24 azimuthal sectors, each with a radial plane of 159
axial anode sense wires. The charge deposited on a wire provides a measurement of the energy
loss dE=dx of charged particles passing through the chamber. In the region j cos j < 0:72, the
jet chamber is surrounded by a cylindrical array of 192 planar drift chambers which provide a
precise measurement of the z coordinates of charged particles as they leave the jet chamber.
In the barrel region the central tracking chambers are surrounded by a time-of- ight (TOF)
counter array consisting of 160 scintillator bars with photomultiplier readout at both ends,
followed by an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) with a presampler. In addition to the barrel
calorimeter, covering j cos j < 0:82, two endcap calorimeters extend coverage to j cos j < 0:98.
The barrel part consists of 9440 lead-glass blocks, each 24.6 radiation lengths deep and having
a cross section of 1010 cm2 at a radius of 2.4 m. The barrel presampler, which measures
electromagnetic showers originating in the magnetic coil, consists of two layers of limitedstreamer tubes with 1 cm pitch wire and cathode-strip readout. The instrumented magnet
return yoke serves as a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) and muon tracker, consisting in the barrel
of up to 9 layers of limited streamer tubes sandwiching 10 cm layers of iron, with inductive
readout of the tubes onto large pads and onto 4 mm wide aluminium strips. The detector is
surrounded by four layers of (MUON) drift chambers for the detection of muons emerging from
the hadron calorimeter.
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Data used in this analysis were recorded in 1991 and 1992. The 1991 data, corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 14.0 pb 1 , were taken at a number of centre of mass energies
(Ecm) between 88.5 and 93.8 GeV with about 65% taken at the peak of the Z0 resonance. The
25.1 pb 1 of data collected in 1992 were recorded at the peak energy, Ecm= 91.299GeV.
For Monte Carlo studies the OPAL detector response is simulated by a program [4] that
treats in detail the detector geometry and material, as well as e ects of detector resolution
and eciencies. Nonetheless, it is necessary to apply additional, random Gaussian smearing to
Monte Carlo reconstructed shower energies and inverse track momenta in order to reproduce
the resolutions measured in the data.

3 Selection of events
At LEP  pair events are easier to distinguish from backgrounds than at lower energy colliders.
In addition the high degree of redundancy in the hardware and software triggers [5], [6] allows
the trigger eciency to be measured from the data. The trigger eciency for  pair events is
close to 100%.
For an event to be considered in the e+ e !  + preselection the detectors in the barrel
region and their associated triggers are required to be fully operational. A charged track must
have a minimum momentum transverse to the beam of 100 MeV, a measured jd0j < 2 cm, and
a measured jz0j < 75 cm, where jd0j is the distance of closest approach of the track to the beam
axis, and jz0j is the displacement along the beam axis from the nominal interaction point at the
point of closest approach to the beam. The track must also have at least 20 measured space
points in the jet chamber and at least one point within 75 cm of the beam axis.

3.1 e+e

!  +

The selection of e+ e !  + events is made by rst rejecting beam gas, cosmic ray and
other background events and then rejecting multihadronic and two photon events. After this
preselection, only lepton pair events should remain and then nally the e+e ! e+e and
e+e ! +  events are rejected. In selecting  pair events and in identifying  decay channels,
both charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters, where a cluster is de ned as a group of
contiguous lead-glass blocks which has a minimum energy of 100 MeV, are considered.
The multihadron background is reduced by requiring between 2 and 6 charged tracks and
excluding events with more than 10 ECAL clusters. Cosmic ray backgrounds are removed by
requiring at least one charged track with a measured jd0j < 0.5 cm and a measured jz0j < 20
cm, and requiring the magnitude of the average z of all tracks at their points of closest approach
to the beam to be less than 20 cm. In addition, there must be at least one TOF signal within
10 ns of the nominal expected value. An event is rejected if all pairs of TOF signals separated
by more than 165 in azimuth have time di erences greater than 10 ns.
Using a jet nding algorithm, charged tracks and clusters are associated to cones of halfangle 35 [1]. A candidate lepton pair event must have exactly two cones, and each cone must
5

contain at least one charged track. The tracks and clusters inside the cone form the jets. The
visible energy of each jet is taken as the maximum of the sum of the track momenta and the
ECAL cluster energy associated to that jet. Only cones with visible energy greater than 1% of
the beam energy are accepted. The average value of j cos  j for the two charged cones must be
less than 0.68.
To remove backgrounds due to two-photon processes, the acollinearity of the two jets is
required to be less than 15 , where the directions of the jets are given by the momentum
sums of the tracks and clusters. Rejection of residual two-photon backgrounds exploits the low
visible energies and very low transverse momenta typical of e+ e ! (e+e )X events. An event
is rejected if the sum of visible energies of the jets is less than 3% of Ecm. Further, if the total
visible energy is less than 20% of Ecm, the event is rejected if the missing transverse momenta,
calculated separately for charged tracks and for ECAL clusters, are both less than 2 GeV.
The e+e ! e+e Pbackground in the  +P sample isPreduced substantiallyPby requiring that
events satisfy either Eecal  0:7 Ecm or ( Eecal +0P:3 ptrk)  Ecm , where Eecal is the total
energy deposited in the lead-glass calorimeter and ptrk is the total momentum of the charged
tracks. Muon pair events are removed by rejecting events where both cones contain a particle
identi ed as a muon by one of the detectors (ECAL, HCAL and MUON), as detailed in the
discussion of the  !   selection, and the scalar sum of the highest energy cluster and the
highest momentum track when summed for both cones is greater than 0.6 Ecm. These cuts to
remove e+e ! e+ e and e+e ! +  events are similar to those used in [1], except that the
e+e ! e+e rejection cuts have been tightened, thus decreasing the e+e ! e+e background
in both e+e !  + and  ! e  samples. The distributions of track variables on which
cuts are made are consistent between the 1991 and 1992 data. Applying these criteria to the
complete 1991 and 1992 data samples gives 27196 e+e !  +  candidate events, consisting
of 8151 events from the 1991 sample and 19045 events from the 1992 sample.
In the following sections the selection cuts for  ! e  and  !   are described. The
data and Monte Carlo distributions agree reasonably well in all the variables that are used in
these selections. However as control samples from the data are used in this analysis to estimate
eciencies and backgrounds, the results are not very sensitive to this agreement and so only a
few representative distributions are presented.

3.2  ! e 
Further cuts are imposed on the e+e !  + candidate events in order to isolate a clean
sample of  ! e  decays. The number of charged tracks assigned to the candidate cone must
be less than or equal to two. Most electron events will have one charged track but the cut is
set at two to retain some of those events where one of the tracks of a converting photon is also
reconstructed. If there are two tracks assigned to a cone, the higher momentum track is taken
as the electron candidate. The distribution of the ratio of the energy of the cluster associated
to the electron candidate (Ecls) and the candidate track's reconstructed momentum, Ecls=ptrk,
is shown in Figure 1(a). The electron signal is enhanced by the selection 0:6 < Ecls=ptrk < 2:0 .
The ECAL cluster energies used in the  ! e  selection are corrected for the expected
energy loss of electrons in the coil preceding the calorimeter. The distribution of the number
6

of lead-glass blocks containing at least 90% of the cluster energy, N90
blk, is shown in Figure 1(b).
90
Electron showers are enhanced by demanding Nblk  3 :
In order to reduce background from hadronic  decays, several cuts are made on the distribution of energy in the calorimeters. First the excess energy, Eexcess, is required to be less than
0.02 Ecm where Eexcess is the total electromagnetic cluster energy assigned to the cone, excluding
any cluster associated to the electron candidate track.  ! e  decays have generally small
values of Eexcess while background (mainly from hadronic  decays with neutral pions) has a
atter distribution of excess energy. Rejection of hadronic tau decays with neutral pions is also
assisted by using the good spatial resolution of the barrel presampler. A cut is made on the
di erence in azimuth, max, between the track and the presampler cluster farthest away in
azimuth but still assigned to the cone. It is required that max < 5 : Tracks are also rejected
if they point to inactive regions of the presampler or electromagnetic calorimeter. Finally,
backgrounds from  !   and  ! (K) are reduced, as can be seen in Figure 2(a), by
excluding cones with associated activity in the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). Speci cally, the
number of HCAL layers, NHC
layers , containing a signal assigned to the  cone is required to be no
more than one.
In order to remove a small residual contamination from e+e ! e+e events where the
energy of one electron is mismeasured, an electron candidate is rejected if the opposite cone
consists of a single charged particle of momentum, ptrk, greater than 0.75Ebeam whenever the
acoplanarity angle, Acop between the electron candidate track and the opposite track is less
than 0.1. The acoplanarity is de ned as the acollinearity between the tracks in each cone in
the plane transverse to the beam.
Finally, in order to ensure reliable electron identi cation with low background and well
understood eciency, the electron shower energy must satisfy xe  Econe=Ebeam > 0:05 where
Econe is the total ECAL energy in the cone (see Figure 2(b)). We note the small surplus of
events at xe  1, suggesting a slight, remnant background from e+e ! e+e events in the
 ! e  sample. This background is discussed in section 4.
After the full selection is carried out, 7322  ! e  candidates are selected from the
combined 1991 and 1992 data samples.

3.3  !  
The following cuts are imposed on the e+ e !  + candidate decays in order to isolate a
sample of  !   events with low background. The number of charged tracks assigned to the
candidate cone must be equal to one. Most  !   decays within the detector acceptance are
characterised by a small energy deposition in the ECAL and associated signals in the HCAL and
MUON subdetectors consistent with the passage of a penetrating, minimum-ionising particle.
In order to accept muons that either enter inactive regions of the HCAL or MUON subdetectors
or are accompanied by photon radiation, a  !   candidate must satisfy at least two of the
following three requirements:
1. Identi cation by the electromagnetic calorimeter[ECID]: Ecls < 2 GeV where Ecls is the
cluster energy associated to the candidate track.
7

HC
2. Identi cation by the hadron calorimeter [HCID]: NHC
layers  4 where Nlayers is the number
of HCAL layers containing signals associated to the track (see Figure 3(a)).
MU
3. Identi cation by the MUON chamber layers [MUID]: NMU
layers  2 where Nlayers is the total
number of layers with signals in the MUON detector associated to the track (see Figure
3(b)).

Any signals in the HCAL associated with a charged track must be consistent with the
passage of a minimum-ionising particle, even when the HCID condition is not satis ed. We
de ne NHC
hits=layer as the mean number of hit strips which have been associated with a charged
track, averaged over all the layers of the HCAL which show activity. A  !   candidate is
rejected if NHC
hits=layer  3 . Muon candidates produce 1 or 2 hits per layer on average.
Residual background from hadronic  decays accompanied by 0 production is suppressed
by requiring Mtrk ecal < 0.3 GeV where Mtrk ecal is the invariant mass of the charged track
(assuming that the track has a mass of a ) and all ECAL clusters in the cone (assuming a
hypothesis). In the calculation, 0.5 GeV is subtracted from the energy of the ECAL cluster
nearest the charged track, to account for the average energy deposition from a minimum-ionising
particle. This invariant mass quanti es not only the angular spread of multiple clusters within
a cone but also the angular di erence between the track direction and the centroid of its
associated ECAL cluster.
In order to suppress residual e+e ! + contamination, a  !   candidate is rejected
if the opposite cone consists of exactly one charged track, consistent with being a muon and
with x  (ptrk + Ecls 0.5 GeV)=Ebeam  0:8 where the ECAL cluster energy, Ecls, is added to
the track momentum in order to reduce sensitivity to radiated photons. A track is considered
to be consistent with a muon if it satis es any one of the following three criteria: identi cation
according to either MUID or HCID as de ned above or the track passes through a geometric
region where neither the hadron calorimeter nor the MUON chambers are fully active.
A further rejection on e+e ! +  background is made by rejecting candidate events if
both cones contain a high momentum particle. A candidate is rejected if the opposite cone
contains a track with 0:9 < x < 1:1 and the near side track has a x > 0:9. The azimuthal
angle, trk, is plotted in Figure 4(a) for all candidate  !   tracks with x > 0:6. The region
near the anodes (7.5) is not modelled accurately by the Monte Carlo and would introduce a
large uncertainty in the background fraction of  !   events. The surplus events in the
data are taken to be e+ e ! +  background in the  pair sample. In these events one or
both muons travel near an anode wire plane in the jet chamber where there is some degradation
of reconstructed momentum resolution, causing a small fraction of the e+e ! +  events to
fall below the 0.6 Ecm cut and hence not be rejected as dimuon events (see section 3.1). To
avoid this uncertainty,  !   candidates with x > 0:6 must satisfy jtrk anodej > 0:5
where trk is the azimuthal direction of the charged track at its closest approach to the beam
and anode is the azimuthal angle of the anode plane of the jet chamber sector, traversed by the
track.
Finally, in order to ensure reliable muon identi cation with low background and well understood eciency, the muon candidates must satisfy x > 0:05 : Figure 4(b) shows that this
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cut entails the removal of only a small fraction of data. After the complete selection, 7941
 !   candidates are selected from the 1991 and 1992 data samples.

4 Systematic Uncertainties
4.1 Backgrounds
The residual background fractions in the e+e !  + ,  ! e  and  !   samples
are estimated from Monte Carlo studies ( with full detector simulation ) of e+ e ! e+e [7],
e+e ! + [8], e+ e ! qq [9], e+e ! (e+e )X [10] and all decay modes of the reaction
e+e !  + [11]. The backgrounds estimated from Monte Carlo are compared with those
obtained from background enhanced samples of data. The ratio of the numbers of events from
data and Monte Carlo from a particular background source is calculated. When there is good
agreement between data and Monte Carlo the Monte Carlo estimate is used and the statistical
error of the comparison is used as a systematic error. When there is disagreement from unity at
the 95% con dence level, the Monte Carlo estimate is scaled to restore equality with the data
and, to re ect the initial disagreement, the systematic error is increased by half the discrepancy
from unity. In most cases the data and Monte Carlo agree, giving con dence that the Monte
Carlo models the background correctly when extrapolated into the signal region. Details of the
cases where the data and Monte Carlo disagree are now described.
The contamination in the tau pair sample due to e+e ! e+e isPchecked by studying the
number of events identi ed as electron pairs with total cluster energy, Eecal , between 0.7 and
0.85 Ecm (see Figure 5(a)). The number of events passing these cuts is calculated for the data
and for all Monte Carlo sources (normalised to the data luminosity). The number of events
from sources other than e+e ! e+e is determined by Monte Carlo and is subtracted from the
measured number of events in this region to give the estimated number of e+e ! e+e events
in the data. This is then compared with the number of events predicted by the e+e ! e+e
Monte Carlo, giving a ratio DATA(e+e ! e+e )=MC(e+ e ! e+ e ) = 1:81  0:26. Since
a discrepancy is seen within this control sample, due to imperfect modelling of the tails of
the electromagnetic calorimeter response to electrons, the predicted background fraction from
e+e ! e+e in the  pair sample is modi ed from the Monte Carlo estimate of (0.130.03)%.
The uncertainty on the correction factor is increased from 0.26 (the statistical error) to 0.41, half
the di erence between the measured background correction factor and unity. It should be noted
that since the predicted Monte Carlo background is small, this is not a dominant error. The
corrected background estimate for the process e+e ! e+e is then (0:130:03)(1:810:41) =
(0:24  0:07)%.
The accuracy of the prediction of the muon pair background in the tau pair candidates is
assessed by comparing the number of events with both cones identi ed as muons by at least
two of the three muon identi cation schemes ECID, HCID and MUID described earlier. In
addition the scalar sum of the highest energy cluster and the highest momentum track of both
cones is required to be between 0.6 and 0.75 Ecm (Figure 5(b)). Using this control sample we
nd the ratio DATA(e+e ! + )=MC(e+ e ! +  ) = 2:22  0:30, indicating that there
is an underestimate of the background from e+e ! +  in the tau pair sample which is due
9

to the imperfect Monte Carlo modelling of tracks near the jet chamber anode wires. Both the
predicted background fraction and its associated systematic error are corrected by a factor of
2.220.61. This yields a corrected background of (0:45  0:02)  (2:22  0:61) = (1:00  0:28)%.
This problem is avoided in the  !   sample by excluding track candidates of high x which
travel close to an anode plane.
The fraction of  ! (K) background in the  ! e  sample is determined by Monte
Carlo to be (3.990.09)%. In order to check the Monte Carlo simulation of the background, an
enhanced sample of  ! (K) decays is selected by demanding that  ! e  candidates have
0:5 < Ecls=ptrk < 0:9 and (dE=dxmeas dE=dxe ) < 1:5 where dE=dxmeas is the measured
energy loss, and dE=dxe and  are the expected energy loss for an electron and its error. The
Monte Carlo and data Ecls=ptrk distributions for these events are shown in Figure 6(a). This
sample contains over 60% of the  ! (K) background seen in the selected  ! e  data. For
cones satisfying the above cuts, we nd : DATA( ! (K) )=MC( ! (K) ) = 0:63  0:06 .
The discrepancy, due to imperfect modelling of the calorimeter response to hadrons, is corrected
by reducing the background estimate and adjusting its error accordingly: (3:99  0:09)  (0:63 
0:19) = (2:51  0:74)%.
In order to check the contamination from  ! (K) in the  !   sample, the number
of cones identi ed simultaneously as both  !   and  ! (K) [1] is calculated for
data and Monte Carlo, giving a ratio DATA( ! (K) )=MC( ! (K) ) = 0:59  0:11. The
Monte Carlo and data NHC
hits=layer distributions for these events are shown in Figure 6(b). The
discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo is due to the imperfect modelling of hadronic
showers in the simulation. The background contamination from  ! (K) in the  !  
sample is corrected accordingly and its systematic error is increased to take this into account
yielding (2:23  0:07)  (0:59  0:21) = (1:32  0:46)%.
The nal corrected backgrounds in the  pair ,  ! e  and  !   samples are shown
in Table 1 together with the original Monte Carlo predictions.

4.2 Eciency correction factors
The selection eciency in each momentum bin is taken initially from Monte Carlo estimates
which are shown in Figure 7. It is corrected with factors derived from comparisons of the data
and Monte Carlo control samples of electrons and muons at low x (using two-photon events)
and at x  1 (using Bhabha or dimuon events). The eciency correction factor is de ned as
the ratio of the fraction of real data to the fraction of Monte Carlo data passing the same sets
of cuts.
The control samples are initially selected by making loose requirements on global event
variables. The samples are puri ed by making strict particle identi cation requirements on the
cone opposite the cone under study. If the event passes the opposite cone cuts, then the near
side cone is considered to contain a candidate electron or muon and is used for the eciency
measurement.
10

4.2.1  ! e 
The e+e ! e+e control sample is composed of events identi ed as electron pairs using
the total cluster and track energies as described in section 3.1. One cone in the event (the
\opposite cone") must contain a track with xe > 0:8 and must satisfy the  ! e  selection
90
requirements on the variables Ecls=ptrk, Eexcess, max, NHC
layers, Nblk, and the ECAL geometrical
acceptance cut. No requirements are made on the other cone in the event (the \near cone").
The e+e ! (e+ e )e+e control sample is obtained by selecting non-lepton pair events with
two cones and one charged track per cone. The same  ! e  selection requirements as for the
e+e ! e+e control sample are made on the opposite cone except that the track is required to
have dE=dx> 9.5 keV=cm, consistent with that of an electron, and xe < 0:25. These selection
cuts result in high purity unbiased control samples.
Outside the xe regions of the control samples, a linear interpolation is made between the correction factor for the two-photon electrons with 0:05  xe  0:15 (measured to be 0.9690.009)
and the correction factor for the Bhabha electrons with 0:85  xe  1:00 (measured to be
1.0000.003) .
For the branching ratio calculation, a single global eciency correction factor is calculated
using the bin-by-bin factors and the Monte Carlo xe distribution. This global correction factor
is 0:981  0:007  0:009, where the rst error comes from the statistical error of the two
photon and Bhabha comparisons and the second error is the systematic uncertainty on the
interpolation of the corrections between low and high momenta. In practice, wep take the
di erence between the correction factors, determined at low and high x, divided by 12 as the
estimate of the systematic error. This assumes that the two eciency correction measurements
are sampled from a uniform distribution and makes no additional assumptions about their
energy dependence.
The uncorrected eciency for selecting  ! e  within the j cos j  0.68 acceptance is
estimated from the Monte Carlo sample to be euncorr = (72:7  0:2)%. After applying the
correction factor described above, the nal selection eciency is ecorr = (71:3  0:9)% (see
Table 2).

4.2.2  !  
The e+e ! + control sample is obtained by requiring that the event is identi ed as a muon
pair using the total cluster and track energies and the loose muon identi cation requirement
described in section 3.1 . The opposite cone must satisfy the  !   selection requirements
on the variables Mtrk ecal and NHC
hits=layer described in section 3.3 and must be identi ed as a
muon having x > 0:8 by at least two of the three muon detection schemes (ECID, HCID,
MUID). No further requirements are imposed on the near cone. The e+ e ! (e+e )+ 
control sample is obtained by selecting non lepton pair events with two cones. Each cone must
contain one track with dE=dx < 8.5keV=cm, and the opposite cone is required to satisfy the
same  !   selection requirements as the e+e ! +  control sample but with a low
momentum track, x < 0:25.
The eciency correction factor is 0.9730.012 for the two-photon sample at low x and
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0.9950.002 for dimuons at high x. By interpolation, the eciency correction factor for the
 !   data is 0:980  0:009  0:006. As for the  ! e  data, the systematic uncertainties
are comparable to the statistical errors, a re ection of the di erence in the correction factors
obtained at low and high x.
The total uncorrected eciency for selecting  !   within the j cos j  0.68 acceptance
is estimated from the Monte Carlo sample to be uncorr = (85:7  0:2)%. After applying the
correction factor, the nal selection eciency is corr = (84:0  0:9)% (see Table 2).

5 Branching Ratio Results
The branching ratios are calculated from the following expression:
B (

!

 ! `  (1 f  ! `  )
1  1
NCand
Bkgd
` )  



 ! ` 

!
NCand (1 fBkgd)  `  FBias

 ! `  and N 
The symbols have the following de nitions: ` = e,; NCand
Cand are the number of

 ! `  and  candidates respectively; fBkgd is the estimated contamination of non- events
 ! `  is the estimated background fraction in the  ! `  sample
in the  pair sample; fBkgd
from other  decay modes and non- sources;  ! ` is the estimated eciency for selecting
 ! `  decays from the preselected  pair sample. The absolute eciency for selecting 
pair candidates does not enter the expression but the e ect of any eciency di erence between
 ! `  is the relative enhancement for detecting  ! ` 
decay modes has to be included. FBias
decays with respect to other  decay modes. This was obtained by measuring the e ect of the
 pair selection cuts on the relative numbers of each type of  decay in Monte Carlo.

Results of the analysis are given in Table 3 yielding the branching ratio values
B ( ! e ) = (18:14  0:20  0:28)% and B ( !  ) = (17:48  0:18  0:23)% where
the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The estimated systematic errors are
calculated from the errors on the backgrounds, eciencies and bias factors listed in Table 3.
The error on the bias factor is the statistical error from the Monte Carlo determination. A
breakdown of the di erent contributions to the systematic error is shown in Table 4. In both
channels, the systematic uncertainties and the statistical errors are of comparable magnitude
and the dominant contribution to both the systematic errors is from the eciency measurement.
The main cause of this uncertainty is the energy dependence of the eciency correction and
the limited statistics in the two-photon control sample.
The branching ratios are calculated for the 1991 and 1992 data samples separately and are in
good agreement. A number of other checks are also made in order to verify the systematic error
estimates included in the earlier sections. The analysis has been repeated with modi cations to
the Monte Carlo smearing. The magnitude of the smearing has been varied to 50% and 150%
of its optimised value and the central values of the leptonic branching ratios are changed by
less than 0.0005. A number of the cuts used to de ne the nal electron and muon samples are
modi ed and the eciencies, background and branching ratios are recalculated. This check is
performed for the variables with the largest discrepancy between Monte Carlo and data. Again
the variation in branching ratios are small compared to the quoted errors.
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To check the stability of the results to the technique used to determine background, the
correction method is altered. The actual values of the correction factors, whether or not they are
consistent with unity at the 95% con dence level, are used to correct the background fractions.
Thus, each correction causes a change in the estimated contamination. The branching ratio
results are a ected by less than 0.001. The e ect of variations in the assumed Monte Carlo
branching ratios is also negligible.
The results from this analysis are consistent with the values B ( ! e ) = (17:4  0:5 
0:4)% and B ( !  ) = (16:8  0:5  0:4)% based on the 1990 OPAL data [1]. We have
followed the procedure of [12] to combine these results and produce a measurement based on
the OPAL data recorded between 1990 and 1992. The correlation coecients of the errors
between these results are 0.25 and 0.03 for the  ! e  and  !   channels respectively.
The nal results are
B ( ! e ) = (18:04  0:33)%
B ( !  ) = (17:36  0:27)%
These branching ratio results are consistent with the published results in both leptonic
channels. The most precise B ( ! e ) result is (17:97  0:27)% from the CLEO experiment
[13] and the Particle Data Group (1994) average value is (17:90  0:17)% [14]. For B ( !  )
the Particle Data Group (1994) average value is (17:44  0:23)% [14] and the most precise
published result to date is (17:35  0:55)% from the ALEPH experiment [15].

6 Charged Current Universality tests
The measured leptonic branching ratios of the tau can be used to make a direct test of muonelectron universality. The leptonic width in tau decay is given by [16]:
!
!"
#
gL2 gl2 ML5
Ml2
3
ML2
(
ML )  25
2 ;
(L ! l ) = (8M 2 )2 963 f M 2 1 + 5M 2 1 + 2
4
W
L
W
where gL and gl are the electroweak couplings of the parent and daughter leptons, ML and Ml
their masses, MW the W boson mass and (ML ) is the ne structure constant evaluated at the
mass of lepton L. At the mass of the  the ne structure constant is 1331:29 [17]. The function
f (x) is a factor which takes into account the mass of the nal state lepton, and is de ned as
f (x) = 1 8x + 8x3 x4 12x2 ln(x) :
Assuming the neutrino to be massless and using the current world average tau mass of
(1777.1 +00::45) MeV [14], this function has values of 1.0000 and 0.9726 for the electron and
muon respectively. The last two terms in the brackets correspond to electroweak and photonic
radiative corrections which are not included into the e ective couplings [17]. The numerical
values of these factors are 1.0003 and 0.9957 respectively.
The ratio of widths for tau decay into muons and electrons, which equals the ratio of the
respective leptonic branching ratios, is related to g and ge via:
2 M2 3
2
( !  ) = g 6 f ( M2 ) 7 :
( ! e ) ge2 4 f ( MMe22 ) 5
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Using the tau leptonic branching fractions measured in this paper, this yields
g
= 0:994  0:012 ;
ge

where the statistical and systematic errors have been added in quadrature. This result supports
the hypothesis of charged current electron-muon universality. The most precise tests of this
universality have been made by measuring the pion leptonic branching ratios [18]. Assuming
this universality the branching ratio results for  ! e  and  !   can be combined, after
correcting for the di erence in electron and muon masses, to produce a combined measurement
of the  electronic branching ratio of Be = (17:93  0:21)%.
A separate universality test can be made by comparing the partial widths for the decays of
the tau and muon into electrons. The electronic partial width for muon decay is given by the
above formula where L =  and l = e. By taking the ratio with the corresponding tau width
this results in
( ! e ) = g2 M5 1:0004 :
( ! e )
g2 M5
This can be written in terms of the electronic branching ratios of the tau and muon and their
lifetimes, to obtain an expression relating g and g :
g2

=
B (
2
g


 5

! e ) M
M 0:9996


:

Substituting the muon lifetime and the tau and muon masses [14], the OPAL measurement
of the tau lifetime 288:8  2:2  1:4 fsecs [19] and the electronic branching ratio of the tau
measured in this analysis, this gives
g
= 1:010  0:010 :
g

The measured ratio g /ge and the muonic branching ratio of the tau can be used to extract the
ratio g /ge as follows:
g2

=
B (
2
ge


From this expression

!

 M 5
 )  (1:028) :
M

g
= 1:005
ge

 0:009

:

Again, the branching ratio errors (statistical and systematic) have been combined in quadrature
with the lifetime uncertainty to estimate the nal error. The errors in g /g and g /ge are
calculated from the uncertainties in the mass, lifetime and branching ratios of the tau. The
contribution from the various masses including the tau is negligible and the current error
contribution from the branching ratio is slightly larger than that from the lifetime. Under the
assumption of electron-muon universality, the ratio g =ge = 1:007  0:007 is measured in this
experiment.
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The tau lifetime and the averaged tau electronic branching ratio from the OPAL experiment
are displayed in Figure 8. Also shown in this gure is the line representing the standard model
relationship between these quantities which is calculated assuming lepton universality. The
small width of the line re ects the high precision of the tau mass measurement since theoretical
uncertainties on the prediction are negligible.
All of the measured ratios of electroweak leptonic coupling constants are consistent with
unity. We conclude that the OPAL branching ratio results and tau lifetime measurements
support the hypothesis of lepton universality.

7 Determination of

s

from Tau Decay

The strong coupling s can be extracted from the ratio R = B ( ! hadrons +  )=B ( !
ee ) [20]. R can be written as (1 Be(1 + 0:9726))=B e where Be is de ned in the previous
section. The branching ratio B e can also be independently determined from measurements of
the lifetime of the  via the relation Be = ( = )(M =M )5; where the masses and muon
lifetime are taken from [14].
The experimental value of R , obtained from the B ( ! e ) and B ( !  ) measurements using 1990-1992 data presented in this paper, is 3:605  0:064: The R value calculated
from the OPAL measurement of the tau lifetime using 1990-1993 data [19] is 3:682  0:048 :
These two experimental R values are combined to yield 3:654  0:038 : The s value was
extracted using the technique described in [21]. The resulting s value from the OPAL R
:025+0:006
2
2
3
measurement is 0:375+00::019+0
018 0:017 0:006 at Q = M , based on the O( s ) theoretical prediction
with three quark avours, where the rst error is the combined experimental error, the second
is due to higher order e ects and the third is due to uncertainties in the non-perturbative
contribution. In order to estimate the uncertainties from higher order QCD e ects we apply
the following method which follows the strategy used in previous s studies [22, 23]. Three
e ects are considered: varying the renormalisation scale from 1.0 GeV to 2.5 GeV; introducing
a fourth order coecient in the integrand of the spectral function; and introducing a fourth
order coecient in the renormalisation group equation of s . These three error estimates are
then combined by adding them in quadrature. We remark that it has been controversially
argued [24] that the presence of hadronic resonances limits the applicability of perturbative
QCD in  decays and that consequentially the theoretical errors may be underestimated. The
error estimate from non-perturbative e ects is taken from [20] and [21] which is based on the
Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov (SVZ) parameterisation [25]. In the SVZ parameterisation
the so called `dimension D=2 term ' is zero. We note that there is some controversy regarding
the limit on the magnitude of a possible D=2 term [26, 27, 28, 29] which potentially introduces
a systematic uncertainty in addition to those quoted above. In particular, reference [28] quotes
the possible error on s at Q2 = M2 from this e ect as 0.02 while reference [27] gives the range
0.05 to 0.08 for this error.
+0:0025
The s value at Q2 = MZ2 is calculated to be 0:1229+00::0016
0017 0:0021 after extrapolation from
Q2 = M2 using the renormalisation group equation [30], where the rst error is the experimental
error from the branching fractions and lifetime measurements and the second is the quadratic
sum of contributions arising from various theoretical uncertainties. The theoretical error of
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+0:0025 includes a contribution of 0:0011 from the ambiguity of the charm and bottom threshold
0:0021
e ects in the extrapolation [22]; +00::0022
0017 from higher order perturbative QCD e ects and 0:0005

from uncertainties in the non-perturbative contribution based on the SVZ parameterisation. A
potential additional systematic error in s (Q2=MZ2) due to the possible D=2 contribution
beyond the SVZ parameterisation also exists as discussed above. This is estimated to be as
much as 0:002 [28] or 0:005 [29]. The measured value of s is in good agreement with
the value of 0.1260.0050.002, where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic,
obtained from the Z0 line shape analysis [31] and also with results obtained from hadronic event
shape distributions in (resummed) O( 2s ) [22].

8 Conclusions
The tau leptonic branching ratios extracted from the 1990, 1991 and 1992 data samples recorded
by the OPAL detector are :
B ( ! e ) = (18:04  0:33)%
B ( !  ) = (17:36  0:27)%:

These results are consistent with the Particle Data Group (94) averages of (17.900.17)%, and
(17.440.23)% [14] for  ! e  and  !   respectively and with other LEP measurements
from the ALEPH [15], DELPHI [32] and L3 [33] collaborations.
The extracted leptonic branching ratios of the tau have been used together with other
properties of the tau and muon to test the universality of the leptonic charged-current couplings.
Current branching ratio measurements from OPAL show consistency with this hypothesis at
the 1% level.
The ratio R = B ( ! hadrons +  )=B ( ! ee ) is calculated from the leptonic branching fractions of tau decay as well as from the tau lifetime measured by the OPAL collaboration.
The s value at Q2 = M2 is extracted from the R value assuming the parameterisation of
the non-perturbative e ects as proposed by Shifman, Vainstein and Zakharov. The s value,
which is extrapolated from Q2 = M2 to Q2 = MZ2 by using the renormalisation group equation,
+0:0025
is 0:1229+00::0016
0017 (experiment) 0:0021(theory) with a possible additional uncertainty of as much as
0:002 [28] or 0:005 [29] from e ects beyond the SVZ parametrisation. This value of s is in
good agreement with the value obtained from the Z0 line shape analysis.
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Background
e+e ! e+e
e+e ! +
e+e ! qq
e+e ! (e+e )e+e
e+e ! (e+e )+ 
Total

! (K)
! 
! other
+
e e ! e+ e
e+e ! +
e+e ! (e+e )e+e




Total

! (K)
! other
+
e e ! +
e+e ! (e+e )+ 



Total

Monte Carlo Predicted
Corrected
Contamination(%) Contamination(%)
 pairs
0.13  0.03
0.24  0.07
0.45  0.02
1.00  0.28
0.42  0.05
0.42  0.08
0.09  0.02
0.09  0.02
0.07  0.02
0.08  0.02
1:17  0:06
1:83  0:30
 ! e 
3.99  0.09
2.51  0.74
1.67  0.06
1.67  0.29
0.34  0.03
0.34  0.08
0.13  0.05
0.13  0.06
0.04  0.01
0.04  0.03
0.41  0.09
0.41  0.09
6:59  0:13
5:11  0:81
 !  
2.23  0.07
1.32  0.46
0.07  0.01
0.07  0.04
0.22  0.03
0.22  0.12
0.37  0.06
0.28  0.06
2:90  0:09
1:90  0:48

Table 1: Estimated background fractions before and after applying corrections using systematic
studies discussed in the text.
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! e 
 !  
Total uncorrected eciency (%)
72:7  0:2
85:7  0:2
Correction factor
0:981  0:007  0:009 0:980  0:009  0:006
Total corrected eciency (%)
71:3  0:9
84:0  0:9


Table 2: Correction factors and selection eciencies (%) for the selection of  ! e  and
 !  .


NCand

fBkgd (%)
 ! ` 
NCand

! ` 
fBkgd
 ! ` 
 ! ` 
FBias



! e 

54392
1:83  0:30



!

 

7322
7941
5:11  0:81
1:90  0:48
71:3  0:9
84:0  0:9
1:006  0:004
0:994  0:004
B( ! ` ) (%) 18:14  0:20  0:28 17:48  0:18  0:23
(%)
(%)

Table 3: Background fractions, corrected eciencies, selection biases and nal branching ratio
measurements for selected  ! e  and  !   candidate events using the complete 1991
and 1992 data samples

Contributions to the Systematic Error (%)
 ! e 
 !  

fBkgd
0.06
0.05
 ! ` 
fBkgd
0.15
0.09

!
`



0.22
0.20

!
`


FBias
0.07
0.07
Total
0.28
0.23
Table 4: Breakdown of the contributions to the absolute systematic errors on the branching
ratios for  ! e  and  !   , quoted in Table 3, using the complete 1991 and 1992 data
samples.
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Figure 1: Plots of the distributions of some of the variables used in the  ! e  selection.
In this and the following gures the data are represented as points and the Monte Carlo expectations as histograms. The expected backgrounds are shown as hatched histograms and
have been scaled by the correction factors discussed in section 4.1. The values at which cuts
are imposed are shown as dashed vertical lines. The gures show: a) associated cluster energy
divided by the track momentum; and b) the number of lead-glass blocks containing at least
90% of the cluster energy for the cluster associated to the track.
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Figure 2: Further distributions of variables used in the  ! e  selection: a) the number
of HCAL layers in the cone; and b) the total shower energy in the cone divided by the beam
energy.
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Figure 3: Distributions of some of the variables used in the  !   selection: a) the number
of layers of HCAL with hits associated to the candidate track; and b) the number of MUON
chamber layers containing hits associated to the candidate track.
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Figure 4: Further distributions of variables used in the  !   selection: a) mod(,15),
the azimuthal angle of the track, measured relative to the jet chamber sector through which it
passes (the cathode planes lie at 0 and 15 while the anode planes are at 7.5); and b) the
distribution of the variable x, de ned in section 3.3, after all other cuts have been applied.
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Figure 5: Distributions of variables used in selecting control samples for background studies.
The data are represented as points, the Monte Carlo expectations as histograms with the
background under study as hatched histogram: a) the total energy deposited in the lead glass
calorimeter divided by the centre of mass energy; and b) the scalar sum of the highest energy
cluster and the highest momentum track of both cones divided by Ecm.
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Figure 6: Further distributions of variables used in selecting control samples for background
studies. The data are represented as points, the Monte Carlo expectations as histograms
with the background under study as hatched histogram: a) the ratio of the energy of the
cluster associated to the electron candidate and the candidate track's reconstructed momentum,
Ecls=ptrk; and b) the mean number of hit strips which have been associated with a charged track,
averaged over all the planes of the HCAL which show activity.
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Figure 7: The eciencies determined from the Monte Carlo for identifying from the barrel 
pair sample a) the decay  ! e  as a function of the reconstructed xe; and b) the decay
 !   as a function of the reconstructed x . The selection cuts for this decay change at x
values of 0.6 and 0.9 as described in section 3.3.
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Figure 8: The average tau leptonic branching ratio described in this paper plotted against the
OPAL lifetime meaurement [19]. The line displays the standard model relation between these
quantities for a tau mass of 1777.1 +00::45 MeV [14].
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